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GEO BON: a network of networks
• Vision
A global biodiversity observation 
network that contributes to effective 
management policies for the 
world’s biodiversity and ecosystem 
services.
• Volunteer-based
• Long-term
• Openness
• Small secretariat
• Biodiversity monitoring
GEO Flagship
GEO BON core focus
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Developing a standard and 
flexible framework for 
biodiversity observations
Supporting the 
development of 
Biodiversity Observation 
Networks
Producing Policy 
Relevant Outputs
Essential Biodiversity Variables
Pereira, H.M., Ferrier S. et al (2013) Science
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Essential Biodiversity Variables and Scenarios
Pereira, H.M., Ferrier S. et al
(2013) Science
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Developing Essential Biodiversity Variables
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EBVs: Minimum set of measurements, complementary to one another, that can capture major dimensions of biodiversity change. 
Users
National 
Governments
Kissling et al., (2017) 
Biological Reviews
EBVs
7Delivery of biodiversity related products to end-
users
EBV based indicators: Integrating in situ and remote sensing observations for 
open access & real-time indicators
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EBVs based on BES scenario based 
inter-model comparison
Challenge to adaptation
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SSP1 :Sustainability
Rapid technology
High environmental
Awareness
Low energy demand
Medium -high econom ic growth
Low populat ion
SSP2:
Middle of  the Road
SSP3 : Fragm entat ion
Slow technology
Development (dev-ing)
Reduced trade
V.  Slow ec.  growth
Very high populat ion
SSP4 : I nequality
Slow technology
High inequality
Low energy demand
Slow econom ic growth
High populat ion
SSP5 : Conventional
dev.
Rapid technology for
fossil
High demand
High ec. Growth
Low population
Story lines (example: SSP’s)
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Historical
SSP1
SSP5 SSP5 x RCP8.5
SSP1 x RCP2.6
Mean Change in N α
-155.577 - -12.063 -12.062 - -7.715 -7.714 - -5.23 -5.229 - 0 0.001 - 10
SP1
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Historical and future changes in 
biodiversity globally
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Thank you
